
Hazard Awareness Training for Visitors, Vendors, Customers, Contractors, and Miners 
 
1. Unauthorized vehicles are not permitted at our sites.  You are required to sign in and out at the office or designated location at the site. 
2. Observe and comply with safety, warning, and directional signs.  Watch for pedestrians.  If no speed limits are posted, 15 mph is the maximum speed 
allowed on our sites. 
3. While driving keep at least 100 feet of distance between you and other vehicles.  Be aware that equipment and trucks have large “blind spots” and they 
cannot always see you.  Stay clear, by at least 20 feet, of trucks, dozers, loaders, and graders.  Make eye contact with the operators, signal your 
intentions, and wait for a return signal to proceed—instead of assuming anything.  Heavy equipment has the right-of-way. 
4. Stay in your vehicle as much as possible, but if you have to leave it: set your parking brake, put on your hard hat, high visibility vest, and safety 
glasses if required by your task.  Never leave your vehicle unattended with the engine running.  If your vehicle is on a slope the wheels must be chocked. 
5. If you exit your vehicle, please watch your footing and stay aware of your surroundings at all times. 
6. If on a tour, stay with your guide at all times. 
7. Do not use a cell phone while operating equipment or driving a motor vehicle.  If a call is necessary pull into a safe area, park, and then use your 
phone. 
8. Seat belts must be worn all times when the vehicle or equipment is in motion. 
9. No riders are allowed in the truck bed or on any mobile equipment unless there is a seat with a seat belt provided for them.  Unauthorized passengers 
are not permitted in vendor, visitor, or contractor vehicles. 
10. When you tarp your load, do so off the main haul road at the designated tarping area or tarp stand.  Park in designated areas and set the parking brake 
before vacating the vehicle.   
11. No one under the age of 18 is permitted on this site past the sign in area unless on a pre-approved tour accompanied by an APAC employee. 
12. In the case of an emergency, follow the instructions of your APAC host. 
13. Report all injuries and other incidents to APAC personnel immediately. 
14. Smoking on mine property is only allowed in designated areas. 
15. Stay clear of highwalls and stockpiles by at least 10 feet, and stay 10 feet away from the edges of benches and cliffs.  Stay off of all rock piles. 
16. Do not hesitate to ask questions of APAC employees when uncertain.  There is no such thing as a dumb question. 
17. Stay on designated walkways and never lean on railings.  Do not climb on or operate mine equipment unless authorized to do so. 
18. No alcohol, controlled substances, or firearms are allowed on our premises at any time. 
 
Additional requirements for contractors, technical specialists, and miners: 
19. Contractors must comply with all APAC environmental, health, and safety requirements, policies and the CRH Fundamentals of Fatality Elimination. 
20. Follow APAC confined space and lockout/tag-out procedures.  Work on or in tanks, hoppers, grizzlies, conveyor belts, and all other equipment 
requires, at a minimum, that these APAC procedures must be followed.  
21. If unsure about the safe work procedures required ask the APAC site manager.  A hazard analysis should be conducted for all tasks or jobs that do not 
have safe work procedures established. 
22. Read all labels and MSDS for hazardous materials before use.  Contractors must provide MSDS and other requested Hazard Communication 
information to APAC as required by OSHA and MSHA.  APAC utilizes the Actio System to manage our Hazcom Program so please look for the signs. 
23. Approved fall protection must be used for any work activity where there is a danger of falling.  
24. Be alert around moving equipment.  Be aware of when they are starting up.  Replace or report missing guards or defective emergency stop cords.  Do 
not wear loose fitting clothing around moving machinery. 
25. Good housekeeping prevents injuries.  Keep your area clean and orderly at all times. 
26. Obey all traffic patterns as outlined in the traffic control plan.  Empty trucks are required to wait on full trucks and heavy equipment has the right-of-
way. 
27. Horseplay is not permitted at any time. 
28. Welders must wear the required approved protective equipment, follow safe work procedures including having a fire extinguisher ready for use, and 
conform to all welding industry standards. 
29. All electrical equipment must be properly grounded or double insulated, in good condition and inspected prior to each use.  Ground fault circuit 
interrupters (GFCI) should be used on all portable electrical equipment.  
30. You must comply with all applicable federal and state regulations.  This may include OSHA, MSHA, EPA, DOT, or any other regulatory agency. 
!
I have received hazard awareness training instruction today.   Today’s Date: _______________________________ 
 
 
PRINT YOUR NAME HERE: ________________________________  Site Name/Location: __________________________ 
 
 
SIGN YOUR NAME HERE: _________________________________      
                     Trainer Complete Card and Cut Along Perforation 
          
_________________________________________________________                
I certify that the above training has been completed. Signature of APAC Representative  
for all trainees with the exception of Miners. 
 
For miners the signature of person responsible for health and safety training  
is required. False certification is punishable under section 110 (a) and (f) of the  
Federal Mine Safety and Health Act 
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APAC-Central, Inc. Hazard Awareness Training 
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Date Trained:_____________        Site_________________ 
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Has completed the Site Specific Hazard Awareness training asrequired by MSHA Part 46.11.  This card indicates that thisindividual has read and understands the APAC hazard awarenesstraining and watched the associated video(s).  Site specific locations may be listed on the back of this card. 
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Trainers Initials: __________ 
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